In this paper, we present a novel approach for the fully automated detection of faulty weft threads on airjet weaving machines using computer vision. The proposed system consists of a camera array for image acquisition and a classification pipeline in which we use different image processing and machine learning methods to allow precise localization and reliable classification of defects. The camera system is introduced and its advantages over other approaches are discussed. Subsequently, the processing steps are motivated and described in detail, followed by an in-depth analysis of the impact of different system parameters to allow chosing optimal algorithm combinations for the problem of faulty weft yarn detection. To analyze the capabilities of our solution, system performance is thoroughly evaluated under realistic production settings, showing excellent detection rates.
INTRODUCTION
Automated weaving is a key technology in modern industrial textile production. In weaving, a number of parallel yarns (the so-called warp yarns) oriented and tensioned in production direction is displaced vertically by a mechanical frame. The most basic weaving pattern, the plain weave, is formed by moving every second warp yarn upwards while displacing the other yarns downwards. The space between the differently displaced warp yarns is the shed. The weaving itself is the process of inserting a further yarn thread, the weft yarn, into the shed perpendicular to the warp yarns. After weft yarn insertion the positions of top and bottom yarns are switched and the next weft yarn is inserted. Among weaving machines, airjet weaving machines are widely used due to their superior productivity of up to 1500 insertions per minute and their high reliability. In air-jet weaving, the weft yarn is inserted using compressed air. Additional air ducts maintain a defined air flow along the whole shed width, allowing the weft yarn to quickly move between the warp yarns. However, in some cases the weft yarn may not reach its destination as it collides with a warp yarn or its trajectory is altered by other causes. In these cases, the weft yarn remains in the shed and needs to be removed before weaving can continue. Weaving faulty weft threads into the textile would result in defects that affect the optical appearance and mechanical properties of the fabric. To avoid this problem, air-jet weaving machines are equipped with a sensor that detects whether the weft yarn has been inserted correctly into the shed. More precisely, weft yarn defects are detected with photoelectric or laser-based weft sensors such as (Wada, 1984) that detect whether the weft yarn arrived correctly at the receiving end of the machine. While currently machine or yarn status are not monitored using computer vision systems, a large number of publications with focus on inspection of the produced textile itself have been published. The reasons behind fabric inspection being such an active research area are two-fold: First, textile inspection is currently often a manual procedure performed by human workers, making it an expensive and time-consuming task. At the same time, trials have shown that human performance in textile inspection degrades quickly and that humans find no more than 60% of defects in textile fabric (Karayiannis et al., 1999) . This emphasizes the need for automated approaches that could help increasing defect detection rates and decrease quality control expenses. The second reason is that textile inspection is a problem that allows for a wide variety of approaches from different computer vision disciplines. Therefore, a broad range of algorithms has been developed and adapted to allow localizing and identifying defects in textiles. Notable reviews include (Kumar, 2008) , where also a taxonomy of fabric inspection methods is introduced, furthermore in (Ngan et al., 2011) , where the authors extend the range of algorithms to include methods that allow defect detection in patterned fabrics, and most recently in the work by (Hanbay et al., 2016) , which also puts emphasis on the image acquisition and imaging hardware. While the devices used for weft yarn monitoring such as the laser sensors described above can be defined as optical sensors, their output signal is purely scalar and allows for no image processing at all. If a faulty weft yarn is detected, then textile production is stopped and an automated weft yarn removal procedure is initiated. However, while the error detection itself is highly reliable, the faulty yarn removal succeeds only in 80% of the cases where a defect is detected, making the system not applicable for industrial textile production.
To increase system reliability, we therefore introduce a camera-based inspection system that allows to check if a faulty weft yarn is present in the shed after a weft yarn defect has been detected. A combination of specialized imaging hardware and an image processing pipeline developed especially for this task is presented. We analyze the effect of using different methods for image preprocessung that allow enhancing the visual appearance of faulty weft threads in combination with image descriptors sensitive to structures which can be found in our image data. The system is described in detail and its performance on a real industrial weaving machine is evaluated throughly, allowing to define the optimal pipeline to solve the problem of faulty weft yarn detection. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to allow highly reliable weft yarn defect detection using computer vision.
PREVIOUS WORK
A specific subgroup of approaches related closely to our research area are systems for online (or, in this specific context, onloom) analysis of woven fabrics using a camera system attached directly to the loom. An early approach has been presented by (Sari-Sarraf and Goddard, 1999) , where yarn density is measured on the loom by applying Fourier transform to images acquired by a camera attached to the machine. In (Stojanovic et al., 2001) , the authors introduce a system for onloom defect detection in woven fabrics that is tested on a loom mockup. The algorithms use texture analysis to detect defects such as holes in the textile. The currently most advanced system has been introduced in (Schneider et al., 2014) , where a vibration-stabilized high resolution camera traverses along the loom and allows capturing images with a spatial resolution of 1000 dpi. Real-time GPUenhanced image processing algorithms allow the precise localization of single yarns in the produced fabric and thereby the detection of various types of challenging defects.
In contrast to previously published methods, our method does not analyze the produced fabric, but instead it focuses on the detection of faulty weft yarns in the shed, allowing the operator to react and correct the machine state before any defective fabric is produced. This approach is highly innovative as it allows to increase product quality by avoiding defects caused by weaving defective yarns into the product.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section gives detailed information on the developed methods. We start with a description of the image acquisition setup and basic data preprocessing steps, followed by our processing pipeline for image enhancement, feature extraction and classification. Finally, we describe the decision rule used to compute the confidence if an alert should be raised or not. Fig. 3 shows an overview of our pipeline. Images are acquired using a multi-camera array and subsequently processed in order to allow feature extraction Fully Automatic Faulty Weft Thread Detection using a Camera System and Feature-based Pattern Recognition 
Overview

Camera Setup and Image Preparation
Image acquisition was performed using an array of four industrial cameras. The cameras were spaced equidistantly in a sensor bar above the shed with the cameras facing downward, allowing a clear view at the shed's contents at a resolution of 200 dots per inch (dpi). Implementing an array of several cameras instead of a single fixed or moving camera yields several benefits:
• The system can be modified easily to fit different machine widths by varying the number of cameras used.
• Using several cameras allows to better match the monitored area to the strongly elongated shape of the shed.
• The cameras forming the array may have low resolutions whild still providing a high resolution composite, allowing working without specialized high-resolution cameras • While the same benefits could have been gained by using a single moving camera as in (Schneider et al., 2014) , constructing a traversing system poses additional challenges such as camera position retrieval and potentially motion blur that can be avoided by using an array of cameras mounted in fixed positions.
Since the area captured by the cameras was still larger than the shed itself, fixed regions of interest (ROI) were defined for each of the cameras in which all regions except the shed were masked out. All image analysis was performed on the ROIs only, ignoring the non-shed parts of the image. Figure 2 shows full images and the respective ROIs used for further processing.
Preprocessing
With the images ready for further analysis, several preprocessing steps aimed at enhancing defect appearance have been implemented. Since the dominant structure in defect-free images is the repeating, vertical pattern formed by the weft yarns and defects break this regularity by introducing non-vertical components, our implemented preprocessing steps aim at increasing the contrast between defect and non-defect areas by enhancing defect appearance. To this end, we take advantage of the direction difference and use orientation-sensitive preprocessing methods. A sample image and filter results are shown in Fig. 4 . The filters include:
• Basic edge and contour detectors, namely the Sobel and Prewitt gradient operators. Computationally efficient, these basic filter kernels allow a good enhancement of horizontal structures when applied in their horizontal form. Since they are known to be sensitive to noise and grain in the image data, we also analyzed the impact of adding an additional Gaussian smoothing filter before computing the gradients. A sample result is shown in Fig. 4b .
• Gabor Filters, a group of algorithmically defined filter kernels that allow enhancing image structures with a defined orientation and length (Bovik et al., 1990) . In contrast to the basic Sobel and Prewitt filters, Gabor filters allow more finegrained control over the type of structure to be enhanced thanks to their multiparametric nature. While commonly used in groups as filter banks for texture and image classification, in our preprocessing implementation we use only horizontal Gabor filters with a constant length to enhance horizontal structures in the images as shown in Fig. 4c .
• Spectral lowpass filters based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) that allow controlling filter characteristics in a very fine-grained manner. In our case, the filter is applied by computing the DFT of the image, centering the resulting spectrum and multiplying it with a binary mask designed to eliminate vertical structures in the image while at the same time enhancing horizontal patterns. The filtered image is the result of applying inverse DFT to the lowpass-filtered spectrum (Fig. 4d) . This approach can be extended to a directional lowpass mask by subtracting the lowpass result from the original image. In our case, this solution eliminates the regular pattern formed by the warp yarns and thereby allows further enhancement of the relevant weft yarns (Fig. 4e) .
Feature Extraction and Image Classification
Classification is performed by dividing the preprocessed images into small patches, applying a feature extraction method and feeding the resulting feature vectors into a machine learning-based classifier. All feature extractors and classifiers used in this work will be described in this section. Since the classifiers applied are supervised learning methods, a method for labeling each of the patches differently depending on whether or not they show defective warp threads has been developed as well. This section gives a detailed overview of all steps involved in the classification chain. First, we extract small non-overlapping patches sized 30 × 30 pixels from the ROIs. Working on patches instead of whole images yields several advantages: First, we drastically increase the amount of training data for the classifiers while at the same time reducing feature vector length, both being important factors for successful training of classifiers with greater reliability and faster classification speed. Furthermore, Fully Automatic Faulty Weft Thread Detection using a Camera System and Feature-based Pattern Recognition a classification based on small image fragments allows a precise localization of defect warp yarns, thereby allowing analysis of defect positions for further processing. After patches have been extracted, we assign a label to each patch depending on the amount of defective thread visible in the center area of the patch. Preliminary experiments were conducted and we found that declaring a patch defective if it contains at least 50 defective pixels is a well-performing labeling rule. After patches have been extracted and labeled, feature extraction is applied to allow better descriptions of the image data. We used three feature descriptors that either have been proven to perform well in textile image analysis tasks or have properties that allow enhancing visual structures that are occur in our data:
• The pixel intensity values themselves. Feeding the image directly into the classifier requires no additional computing time for feature extraction and allows to analyze absolute intensities and local structures (Fig. 5a ), however the classifier cannot benefit from gradient and neighborhood information that extractors provide.
• Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG), a descriptor that allows to extract local gradient information at the cost of discarding the intensity data (Dalal and Triggs, 2005) . As Fig. 5b shows, a well-parametrized HOG operator allows to create feature vectors that discriminate well between defect and non-defect patches. An analysis of the performance of different HOG variants is given in Sec. 4. • Local Binary Patterns (LBPs), another well understood method that extracts statistical neighborhood information to form a texture descriptor (Ojala et al., 2002) . In our work, we use the homogeneous LBPs, as they have shown better performance than their rotation-sensitive counterparts (See Sec. 4).
The extracted feature vectors were subsequently fed into a binary classifier to compute label predictions for each patch. We tested the performance of several widely used state-of-the art classifiers, including the k-nearest-neighbors classifier (kNN), binary decision trees (BDT) and random forests (RF) (Breiman, 2001 ). The key parameters of the classifiers were varied systematically to determine optimal values for our problem (Sec. 4). The final decision whether a defect is visible in the image is computed using a maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach as described in (Bishop, 2006) . MAP computes class probabilities by multiplying a likelihood with a prior, with the likelihood being the observation (in our case the percentage of patches in an image reported as defective) and the prior the known base probability of an image displaying a defect, iėṫhe ratio of defect vsṅon-defect images. Fig. 6 shows the process in more detail.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The conducted experiments served two major goals: Evaluation and optimization of the classifier performance and validation of the developed algorithms on realistic data. To this end, the system was mounted on a modern industrial automatic weaving machine (Dornier A1) and 75 sets of four images each were acquired, with 60 sets showing a faulty warp thread and the other 15 being defect-free. Key performance indicators used to assess algorithm performance were precision and recall, defined as precision = number of correctly detected defects total number of detections recall = number of correctly detected defects total number of defects .
Since the classification pipeline consists of two steps -patch-wise classification and image classificationthe performance of each step has been evaluated independently. The following figures each show two bar charts. The upper one presents the patch-wise classification performance, the lower one presents the image classification performance (Fig. 9) . In a first trial we evaluated the impact of descriptor type and parameters on the classification result. All tests were performed using the same classifier, namely a random forest classifier with 30 trees, as this algorithm has shown good overall performance and robustness towards descriptor variations in preliminary tests. No additional preprocessing was applied for these trials. First, the HOG descriptor was evaluated, where cell size and histogram bin count at a constant block size of 1 × 1 have been analyzed. First, cell size has been varied in a range from 3 × 3 to 30 × 30 pixels. As shown in Fig. 7 , classifier performance remains stable over a wide range of settings with only very small and very large cell sizes having a negative impact on the result. The impact of the histogram's bin count at a constant cell size of 6 × 6 pixels is shown in Fig. 8 . Again, the descriptor shows stable rates, yet the rates increase slightly with increasing bin count. For LBPs, we analyzed the impact of using rotationinvariant versus conventional LBPs and the effect of varying the number of neighbors as well as changing descriptor radius and histogram cell size. As shown in Figures 10, 11 , 12 and 13, varying rotational variance or descriptor radius have a strong impact on the classification performance, while the effects of varying cell size or the neighbor count are more subtle. If not otherwise specified, cell size is 6 × 6, neighbor count is 7, radius is 1 and the rotationally invariant version is used. After analyzing descriptors and choosing optimized parameter settings, we evaluated the effects of the different implemented preprocessing methods when classifying using either pixel intensity values, HOG or LBP results as feature vectors. The results are shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16. It can be seen that preprocessing yields the biggest improvement when no additional descriptor is used, with Gabor and Sobel-of-Gaussian filtering having the best classification rate of 96.4%. cessing decreases when HOG is used as feature descriptor. In this case, using no preprocessing outperforms the other methods with a whole-image classification rate of 96.1%. Gabor filtering and applying HOG delivers good whole-image classification results while at the same time showing slightly lower patch-wise classification performance. Finally, LBPs show a constantly high classification rate regardless of the used feature vectors, peaking around 90% without preprocessing as well as for the Sobel and Prewitt filters. For testing the performance of different classifiers and their settings, we have chosen three wellperforming preprocessing/feature descriptor combi-nations and analyzed how the classification rates vary when applying different classifiers and varying their main parameters. The chosen combinations are: Gabor filter and pixel intensity values, Sobel-ofGaussian and pixel intensity values, and finally applying LBPs to a non-preprocessed image (Fig. 20) . These are the three combinations that have shown the best image classification rates. Since the image rates were already high, we analyzed the patch rates under the assumption that an increased patch-wise classification rate corresponds to a higher classifier robustness, thereby increasing chances of correctly classifying new, more challenging patches. The first inspected classifier is kNN. This algorithm's only adjustable parameter is the number of neighbors k. The results in Fig. 17 shows that the choice of k has only marginal impact on classification rates, with the precision being constantly high even with only one contributing neighbor, while the recall drops continuously with increasing neighbor count. An analysis of the binary decision tree (Fig. 18) shows that less deep trees yield higher precision values while increasing the number of tree nodes increases recall for all descriptors. In a subsequent step we changed the number of trees in the random forest classifier while leaving each tree's depth at its default value (Fig. 19) . Results show that the classification results increase with the number of trees until a number of about 15 trees is reached; from that point on the classification rates remain constant.
Finally, the optimized per-patch results were used to define a decision rule that allows detecting whether a ROI contains a defective thread or not. To this end, we analyzed the number of positives returned by the classifiers (corresponding to the likelihood of a defect being present in the image or not) for both defect and non-defect ROIs and normalized it by image size. Results have shown that defect and non-defect images form two distinctive distributions. To find the optimal decision rule, the likelihoods were multiplied with the prior class distributions of the used image set. Per-image classification rates are displayed in the bottom bar charts of image 7 to to 16, showing that the MAP approach allows to classify images with high accuracy even by using results acquired from classifiers with strongly varying patch-wise classification performance.
DISCUSSION
Our results show that the problem of localizing defective yarns is well solvable using computer vision methods, however the different algorithm combina- Fully Automatic Faulty Weft Thread Detection using a Camera System and Feature-based Pattern Recognition tions evaluated in this workstrongly differ in their performance. Results show that preprocessing has a high impact on classifier performance and that basic edgeenhancing methods allow the best class separability, outperforming direction-sensitive approaches such as the Sobel-of-Gaussian or Gabor Filters. An interesting fact is that the per-image classification rate generally remains constantly high and is generally robust towards drops in the patch-wise classification performance.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described and thoroughly evaluated a solution for the fully automated detection of faulty weft threads in automated weaving machines using computer vision. First, we developed a robust multi-camera setup capable of capturing the entire shed area with high resolution. The resulting images were divided into small patches and each patch was classified independently. We described and evaluated a number of methods for preprocessing, feature extraction and feature-based classification. Parameter variations of the extraction and classification methods were analyzed and optimized settings were reported. Finally, we introduced a maximum-a-posteriori-based method for the final defect classification of a whole image based on the detection distributions in positive and negative test images. Results have shown that our presented methods allow a reliable error detection with high classification rates, making the system suitable for future industrial applications.
